Drawing Objective Assignment: Long Drawing
Consider ways one could create a long drawing. Read and look at descriptions and examples in other fields and of long drawings and
interpret from or select one of the ways of the examples or create your own parameters for the word long. This project can incorporate
thesis investigations and work. Transpose and select from other areas into your own body of work. All examples have links.

Definitions of Long: adjective: long; comparative adjective: longer; superlative adjective: longest
1.

measuring a great distance from end to end."a long corridor"
(of a journey) covering a great distance."I went for a long walk"
(of a garment or sleeves on a garment) covering the whole of a person's legs or arms."a sweater with long sleeves"
of elongated shape."shaped like a torpedo, long and thin"
(of a ball in sports) traveling a great distance, or further than expected or intended."he threw a long ball to the
catcher"
informal (of a person) tall.

2.

lasting or taking a great amount of time."a long and distinguished career"

Synonyms:

lengthy, extended, prolonged, extensive, protracted,
long-lasting, long-drawn-out, drawn-out, spun out,
dragged out, seemingly endless, lingering, interminable
Sample Ways of Making:
Length

a 12 x 96 inch drawing

Time

a 60-hour drawing

Number of decisions

a drawing marked by complexity

Scale

monumental in size

Form

a diorama or a panorama

Viewing Time

it unfolds slowly or is hard to see
is backwards or has minutiae

Material

lasting a long time, forever

Content

refers to length in motif, endless
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Examples
Tinted Drawings as a Long Drawing
Francis Towne did 50 tinted drawings. (see RISD Museum Drawings)
1740 – 7 July 1816
The landscapes on view also share certain technical concerns. In four examples, the artist painted across two or more pages in his sketchbook in order to achieve a horizontal
panorama. In every case, watercolor was applied over lines drawn with ink or graphite. This type of artwork was termed “tinted drawing” by contemporaries. The predominant
blues, greens, and yellows and calculated progressions between fore-, middle-, and background also indicate more concern for idealization than naturalism. In most cases, the
artist sketched onsite and then colored the drawing in his studio.

https://risdmuseum.org/exhibitions-events/exhibitions/british-panoramic-landscapes

Panoramas as Long Drawings (New Bedford Whaling Museum’s Panoramic Drawing)
By the 1830’s “moving panoramas” made their way to the United States. These more compact panoramas married large scale paintings with the craft of stage spectacles, with
a mechanism which was designed to roll the canvases from one side of the stage to another. Moving panoramas were designed to be viewed in auditoriums or venues with a
proscenium to hide the mechanism. Promoters would routinely boast of the length of their canvases and the extravagance of the stage effects.
On August 15, 1839, Miss Hayden, an itinerant magician, showed the Conflagration of Moscow at Rochester’s National Hotel in combination with an early panorama of the
Mississippi River, probably that created by John Rowson Smith and Richard Risley, which was seen in Boston in 1839 or 1840. Many of the moving panoramas included
lecturers, “professors,” or other showmen to describe the scenes as they progressed before the audience. An editorial stated that Miss Hayden “is an American lady, and the
only one who has attempted these wonderful and mysterious illusions in such a pleasant and agreeable style as to elicit general admiration and applause.”
An even more exotic trip was Russell & Purrington’s “Whaling Voyage Around the World,”
(1275 feet long) 1862. Created and based on Russell’s experiences aboard a whaler, and roughly contemporaneous to Melville’s Moby Dick, this panoramic journey started in
New Bedford, travelled to the Azores, to Brazil, around Cape Horn to the South Pacific, then north to Hawaii and the Pacific Northwest, then southwest toward Australia
and eventually back around the Cape of Good Hope, ending rather oddly at the island of St. Helena, where Napoleon had been exiled. This panorama is being conserved
by the New Bedford Whaling Museum, MA.
https://www.whalingmuseum.org/explore/exhibitions/spectacle-motion-grand-panorama-whaling-voyage-round-world-the-original/

A Long Poem as a parallel for a Long Drawing: Anatomy of a Long Poem by Rachel Zucker 2010
Long poems are extreme. They’re too bold, too ordinary, too self-centered, too expansive, too grand, too banal, too weird, too much. They revel in going too far; they eschew
caution and practicality and categorization and even, perhaps, poetry itself, which as a form tends to value the economy of language. These poems are anti-tweets though they
often contain twitter-like language.
Long poems grapple with narrative. As human beings, we’re hardwired to construct stories from the world around us, especially out of anything made of language. It is a
special quality of short lyric poems that they are (almost) able to communicate the way painting, dance, or music does – they mean something and make the reader feel
something without necessarily being about something or being about something explainable in words. Not all short poems try to avoid narrative, but all poems (short and
long) try to be more than just a narrative.
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Long poems are especially susceptible to the pull of narrative. I wrote to Alice Notley, a master of the long form. Notley explained, “A short poem is composed of the
dynamics between each word. In the poetry of an author like Chaucer there is story, which formally is something like a whale under the surface of the ocean. However, in an
author like Homer the form is the story but the form is the line – the length and meter of that line.” Narrative is always an important presence in the long poem, either as a
“whale under the surface of the ocean” or in the form itself.
If a long poem is going to subvert narrative, it has to be radical. Even then, techniques used in short poems to avoid story-making — relying on images, condensing language,
undermining the normal rules of syntax and grammar — often result in a long poem that sounds like an extended story told by a disturbed voice. Long poems can seem
spoken (think of “Howl” or David Antin’s work) or read like a diary (Midwinter Day) or act like a portrait in words of a person, place, or idea (think of Paterson,The Angel of
History, Deepstep Come Shining), but there’s always a voice speaking or a human presence. There’s always a story.
Long poems grapple with narrative but aren’t prose. Long poems can’t sustain an intense “dynamic between words," as Notley says, but still find ways to avoid “falling into
paragraph," as D. A. Powell, a poet who does not write long poems but loves to read and teach them, says. Powell: " A long poem that arches from beginning to end with a
central consciousness, a directly traceable story, a singular (not necessarily single) purpose, is truly more novel than poem. But it’s a novel that relies upon the devices and
music of poetry as its motif.” The language still has weight and aims to surprise and delight and adhere to itself and to be, on some level, unsummarizable, irreducible, more
than just communication. The line, even when stretched to the limit, is still a line, still a critical measure.
Long poems take time to read. Reading long poems requires a different kind of attention – a longer time commitment but also, realistically, less attention to detail. My mind
wanders when reading a long poem, and in this way my reading is more experiential and the experience is almost collaborative, reciprocal. My daydreams and the sensory data
of the world around me become ephemerally woven into the long poem as I read so that I feel myself more fully present in the poem even as my mind wanders. My life
interrupts the poem, which I can’t read in one sustained burst of concentration, and the poem interrupts my life as I find I’ve spent my whole afternoon traveling its
landscape.
Long poems are confessional. There is always a human being speaking. There is always the passage of time. There is change, and the reader bears witness to the life or mind
of the poet. On the most basic level, all long poems are confessional even if all they confess is how the poet has spent a great deal of his time.
Long poems are all love poems. “The kind of respect it means to linger, to spend time with someone, time on something. To stay," writes McHugh in her short long poem,
“Not a Prayer.”
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/text/anatomy-long-poem

Historical Long Drawings
Sesshu Toyo 1420 to 1506
The so-called long landscape scroll, or “Sansui Chōkan” (probably painted in 1486) is generally considered his masterpiece and is often regarded as the greatest Japanese ink
painting. Depicting the four seasons, beginning with spring and ending with winter, it extends more than 50 feet (15 metres). Though based in both theme and style on
Chinese models, it nevertheless is Japanese in character; heavier lines, sharper contrasts of dark and light tones, and a flatter effect of space are employed than was customary
in Sung painting.

Sansui Chokan detail https://www.wikiart.org/en/sesshu-toyo/landscape-of-four-seasons-spring-1486

Panorama of a half section of
of Han Xizai, 12th century Song Dynasty painting. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gu_Hongzhong
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A Long Drawing (hours, methods, collage, rubbings, prints) by Simonette Quamina. (in class visitor)
Passed Standards, 2015,
51" x 55",
Graphite and Etching ink on archival board.
I’ve always been the inquisitive kid in class, who asked a million questions and was constantly told that I “ate an entire parrot along with its beak”. Despite holding the title as
class talker I grew up in a society where it was somewhat inappropriate to convey one’s opinion and certain issues just weren’t talked about. My work uses personal
experiences as an outlet and response to the cultural stereotypes and social stigmas that I have dealt with while growing up and continue to do so daily as a young woman of
color. As an individual who has gained privy to the various cultures and sections of the world first hand, I have benefited as an artist through experiences and engagements
with the people that I have encountered over the years. I have taken these experiences along with the influences of my culture and used them within my art to convey a story.
https://www.simonettequamina.com
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Long and Large Drawing Example
Kim Beck www.idealcities.com (Semester guest speaker)
In the large works on paper titled "Under Construction," lines form piles of lumber, ladders, windows, and structural beams. The scale of the drawings invites
viewers to imagine entering a construction site, but one that is unstable and impossible. Spaces are at once exterior and interior, with infinite additions and
subtractions and cutouts in the paper itself; the simultaneous building and destroying of the images suggests either an optimism underlying destruction. /
Graphite and charcoal on paper; 72 x 96 inches
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Long Content
Edward Del Rosario long content…..
Edward del Rosario was born in St. Louis, Missouri. He was pushed down a flight of stairs when he was two years old. He received his BFA in Painting from
the University of Kansas and his MFA in Painting and Printmaking from Rhode Island School of Design. He has exhibited his work on both coasts of the United
States as well as the tiny island state of Hawaii. His illustrations have appeared in many publications including The New Yorker, Harper’s, The New York
Times, and Le Monde. He lives and works in Brooklyn, NY and occasionally makes his way up to New Hampshire to teach at Dartmouth.
http://edwarddelrosario.com
Vistas IV….
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A Long Time on a Drawing
Myron Stout 1908-1987
Drawing was the basis of Mr. Stout's art. The process of thinking and seeing mattered as much to him as completion, if not more. At a time when speed and production
became increasingly prominent in the art world, Mr. Stout worked on individual drawings and paintings for more than 10 years.
https://hyperallergic.com/352946/the-desire-for-the-unattainable-myron-stouts-paintings-and-drawings/

Charcoal 23 x 19 inches

Graphite on paper 21 inches long
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